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Lil’ Jockeys is a family run entertainment business founded in 2012. We 
pride ourselves on having one of the most unique eco-friendly children’s 
entertainment businesses in the UK.

The idea came about when I bought a ride-on horse for my twin girl's 7th birthday. I was amazed 
to see the reaction from not only the neighbourhood kids but their parents who claimed “they had 
never seen anything like it before”. 

In the space of two months, my girls attended three different local birthday parties, each time 
having to sit through the same magic man show. I was present at one of these parties and could 
not help noticing that most of the children became restless after sitting still for only 15 minutes. 

This got me thinking and that’s how Lil’ Jockeys was established.

I created a very unique birthday party programme which became popular from the outset. This 
programme has continually been developed and refined over the last 5 years. The children are 
entertained for the whole duration of the party with themed party games, races, and slaloms 
involving dressing up, obstacles, balloons, prizes, sweets and medals. This is what has made Lil’ 
Jockeys a favourite with kids and parents. 

This programme not only enables the children to be interactive, but promotes healthy exercise 
whilst encouraging imagination and role play. It can help develop balance and co-ordination and 
children from as little as two can operate the animals.
The ride-on animals can be used in a multitude of ways from outdoor events to indoor 
birthday parties. 

Company Directors - Lisa & Tim Pilcher

Lil’ Jockeys are now expanding and we have a new small business opportunity right now in your 
location. If you want to join with us as we continue our expansion across the UK, we would like to 
hear from you. 

Who are
Lil’ Jockeys ?





Earnings
potential
What you can earn out of Lil' Jockeys Small Business package is, in the final 
analysis up to you: How hard you work, and how gifted you are. It's no 
different to anything else. But you'll be suprised at how the numbers can stack 
up.

GROSS INCOME TOTAL COSTS NET PROFITYEAR
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£18,000

£26,000

£33,000

£2,000 £17,000 Based on 20 Parties 
and 30 Events

£2,100 £23,900

£2,500 £30,500

Based on 30 Parties 
and 40 Events

Based on 40 Parties 
and 50 Events





SatisfIed
Customers

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT – READ WHAT OUR 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY…

Jane Elgar 

Absolutely brilliant Lisa! The kids had an absolute whale 
of a time and I had nothing but positive feedback from 
both kids and Mums alike. One boy even said it was the 
best party he’d ever been too! Mae is very keen to have 
you for her party next year and I certainly wouldn’t 
hesitate in booking you again. Thanks so much. X 

Dear Lisa, I wanted to thank you for the lil’ jockey 
session you ran for my daughters 5 birthday party. All 
the kids had such a fantastic time on your vast selection 
of horses, unicorns and other all sorted animals. I don’t 
think there was a single minute where the animals 
weren’t being ridden during the whole 2 hours. All the 
other parents mentioned they thought it was a great 
idea and would be considering it for their parties, fetes 
etc. in the future. We will be back again for some more. 

Ross and family 



SatisfIed
Customers

Thanks for such a fantastic party. All the kids have said 
they enjoyed it, it was non stop fun. Whilst some of 
the children were racing on the animals, the others 
were playing organised games, so they didn’t get 
bored waiting. I can highly recommend lil’ jockeys for a 
birthday party. Thanks again xx 

Lindsay Mount 

Jenny Foran 

My twin 3 year old girls were mad about lil jockeys and 
had a great time riding the little animals. I will admit I 
was fascinated also as this activity is so unique. Will defo 
consider hiring for a future party. Highly recommend... 
:) 





What do you need to be successful as a Lil’ Jockeys Small Business 
Owner ?

There is just no escaping the fact that running your own business can 
be hard work. However, you are doing it for yourself the 
rewards of a Lil’ Jockeys small business will be there for you to see 
from day one. 

If you possess the following attributes then a Lil’ Jockeys small 
business package could be just what you have been looking for:

If everything you’ve read so far makes sense, and you think 
that a Lil’ Jockeys Small Business Package is something you want 
to know more about, we should talk further.  
Call us on (01843) 583454.

What you
need.

 Have the abilities to lead a successful team and be a team member.
 Ambition to grow a successful business.
 Have a basic business background.
 Not be scared of hard work.
 Have a good level of fitness.

Have Confidence and a genuine passion for working with young children and their 
parents. The ability to lead a group of children through interactive play.

Have the personality to captivate children’s attention for long durations of time and 
be able to improvise at the last minute to ensure a party is successful.
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